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Video games have far-reaching effects on our social,
cultural, and individual values and perspectives, and
like other media, they play an important role in
socialization. By 2024, experts anticipate that 4
billion people worldwide will play video games. How
many of them will see themselves reflected in the
games they play? Following are key highlights from
the full, free report available at seejane.org. 

A Gaming Gap 

Changing the Narrative
Why Representation in Video Games Matters
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62% of adults and 76% of youth in the U.S. say
that they play video games.¹ 
Women make up just under half of gamers across
global markets (46% of American gamers, 47% of
European gamers,  48% of Australian gamers, and
37% of Asian gamers).¹ ² ³ ⁴ 
In mobile games, 74%  of women are playing
daily,  based on data from a U.S. and UK survey.⁵

The good news is that most players
agree that inclusivity in games
benefits all audiences; the Google for
Games 2022 “PC & Console Insights
Report” found that over 70% of
respondents agree it is very
important or important that games
feature diverse characters and
 stories.⁷

Female gamers are 13% less likely to
say they relate to characters that
match their gender.
62% say characters are over
sexualized.
48% say there are not enough strong
female characters in video games.⁶

But, women and marginalized
communities are underrepresented, or
inauthentically represented, in the
games that they play.
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Avatars offer opportunities to challenge social expectations by exploring new identities and
give players a tool to navigate uncomfortable social aspects of online spaces. 

Narrative Tropes Can Reinforce Exclusion and Inequality

Adolescents 13-18 spend an average of 96
minutes a day playing video games.

The Sexualization of Characters in Gameplay

Characters’ embodiment in games has real world consequences: 
a player’s virtual embodiment can shape the way they think and behave. 
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Some story structures invite
relegation of female characters, like
the “Hero’s Journey.”

According to a GDI study of games
played by top Twitch streamers,⁸

Sexualized images send messages about gender, sex,
and power leaving significant and lasting impact on
adolescent beliefs about gender roles and their own
developing sense of masculinity and femininity.⁹ ¹⁰  

Men exposed to sexualized avatars through long-term gameplay had a greater tolerance for
sexual harassment and showed higher rates of rape-myth acceptance.¹¹ ¹² ¹³

Women who play sexualized avatars in video games internalize this objectification, leading
to depressed personal efficacy, decreased body satisfaction, and in some cases, depression
and disordered eating.¹⁴ 

To avoid harassment, women will opt not to play female characters, and report avoiding feminine
screen names or voice chat functions that would reveal their gender.¹⁵ 

Narratives that center on or
assume white masculine norms
also impact men of marginalized
racial communities because they
reinforce a narrow and
exclusionary view of masculinity,
contributing to a cycle of
underrepresentation and reinforce
the idea that certain identities are,
by default, “normal,” while others
are less important or even
invisible.¹⁶
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Opportunities 
to Broaden Inclusivity in Character Development and Narrative Design 

Pay attention to accents, affectations
and cadences; these are tools to help
build diversity but require cultural
sensitivity.
Remember that neutrality isn’t neutral -
even in nonhuman characters.
Apply an intersectional lens to character
development and craft complex
personalities, rather than a singular,
defining trait.

Diversify across character types

Make deliberate choices about character
identities, and follow through with
authenticity.
Consider how the sum of different
characters (POV, NPC) will impact the
player’s overall experience of the game. 

Create multi-dimensional characters
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Know how characters’ identities interact
with world building 

Be cognizant of how a character’s race
and gender shapes their experience in
their world for more authentic
storytelling.
Intentionally explore complex themes,
 cultural nuances, and social
commentary relevant to the game’s
world. 

Incorporate gameplay mechanics that
challenge rigid masculinity

Reward gameplay that is nonviolent,
such as creativity and cunning.
Design games that encourage
cooperation and empathy.
Challenge assumptions about gender-
coded skills and stereotypical behaviors.

Challenge identity-based stereotypes with
peripheral NPC’s interactions with the
playable character.
Surprise people with the character’s
abilities, especially NPCs, who can be
written as if they are the heroes of their
own journeys.

Use gameplay mechanics that challenge
stereotypes 

Eliminate sexualized violence
Question the necessity of reinforcing or
rewarding domination of female
characters.
Enhance players’ connections with the
experiences of female characters in
ways that do not rely on her physical
appearance or sexuality.
Eliminate opportunities for sexual
violation of female characters.

Pair unexpected body types and
personality traits to help players unlearn
stereotypes.
Remember that body diversity isn’t
about just body size but also gendered
self-presentation.
Include fluid, nonbinary options for
avatars.

Broaden characters’ body types to tell
new stories 

Hire balanced developer teams

Inclusive content and authentic
representation STARTS with diverse

development teams that can speak to the
nuances of identity plus supportive

leadership and a company culture that
encourages speaking up. 


